We explore the interaction between exchange rates, institutional investor currency flows and exchange-rate fundamentals. We find that these flows are highly correlated with contemporaneous and lagged exchange rate changes, and that they carry information for future excess currency returns.
Introduction
In the standard finance paradigm, rational traders know the equilibrium price implications of public information instantly and effortlessly. Their main activity is to infer the information set imbedded in prices and then to rationally blend that information with their own signal. In practice, however, investors don't seem to do this. They spend little time or energy backing out the aggregate information set and weighing it against their own information. Instead, they spend considerable effort trying to understand what other investors might do. They seem to believe that exchange rates are driven by investor appetites, flows, and trading positions, and are only loosely connected with fundamentals.
1
Much empirical evidence to date corroborates this view. Well-known work by Meese and Rogoff (1983) and many subsequent authors showed that contemporaneous, measured fundamentals do not explain exchange rate changes. In addition, considerable evidence has been building that institutional investor flows and trading positions matter. Evans and Lyons (2002) find that daily interdealer order flow explains an astonishing 60% of daily exchange rate changes and consequently argue that flows are the proximate cause of exchange rate movements. Rime (2000) finds that weekly flows obtained from the U.S. treasury help explain exchange rate movements. Others, such as Wei and Kim (1997) and Cai, Cheung, Lee and Melvin (2001) find that the positions of large traders explain currency volatility far better than do news announcements or measures of fundamentals. 2 This flow-centric view -that investor flows cause exchange rate changes through private information which, when released, permanently and positively impacts exchange rate returns -is new. 3 Evans and Lyons (2001) find no evidence that flows 1 See Cheung and Chinn (2000) for survey evidence from practitioners on the importance of order flow information. 2 There is some evidence -most notably from Mark (1995) -that fundamentals and exchange rates are better linked at longer horizons. 3 For equities, the evidence supporting this view is more abundant, but mixed. Froot, O'Connell and Seasholes (2001) and Froot and Ramadorai (2001) find evidence across a broad number of countries that cross-border equity trades of institutional investors anticipate future equity index returns after controlling for lagged returns. Seasholes (2001) shows that foreign investors in two developing countries buy (sell) ahead of good (bad) news on individual stocks. Cohen, Gompers, and Vuolteenaho (2001) report that institutional investor's trades take advantage of underreaction in the prices of portfolios of US stocks, and therefore positively anticipate returns. However, there are also studies that come to the opposite conclusion. Choe, Kho, and Stulz (2001) find almost the reverse in Korea, in that foreign institutional investors' trades negatively anticipate future returns in individual stocks. Coval and Moskowitz (1999) find that predict returns, but argue that the strong daily contemporaneous correlation is a result of intraday information release that is important for exchange rate determination. Presumably, this information concerns future fundamentals, i.e., information that has long lasting impacts on excess returns. 4 If this viewwe call it the 'strong flow-centric view' -holds, investor flows have permanent impacts on exchange rates.
There is a weaker version of this, which we refer to as the 'weak flow-centric view'. It is that institutional flows contain information about deviations from fundamental values, rather than about fundamentals per se, and therefore have only temporary price effects. These effects may include liquidity and transaction demand price pressures, preference and other demand shocks, etc. They may play out over relatively short, or longer horizons. For example, several models try to explain short-term momentum, so that price changes predictably exhibit short-term positive autocorrelation along with long-term negative autocorrelation, patterns that have been widely reported in equity prices. Barberis and Shleifer (2002) , Hong and Stein (1999) , and Daniel, Hirshleifer, and Subrahmanyam (1998) argue that long-run reversals may result from trend-chasing investors following transitory rules of thumb.
Of course, contemporaneous positive correlation between flows and returns may not be evidence of either the strong or weak flow-centric views. Flows may passively respond to fundamental information, rather than reveal it, as in Brennan and Cao (1997) . Institutions may tend to buy contemporaneously with or subsequent to positive currency changes. The flows may contain no information about fundamentals or about deviations from fundamentals that are useful for forecasting prices. For example, flows may respond with a lag to news and have no ability to predict future price changes. We call this third perspective the 'fundamentals-only view': flows have no ability to predict future exchange rates or future innovations in expected future fundamentals.
In this paper we attempt to assess these three views of investor flows: the strong flow-centric view, the weak flow-centric view, and the fundamentals-only view. In doing so, we explore the relationship between institutional investor purchases of foreign exchange, exchange rates, and basic measures of currency fundamentals. By calculating innovations in cumulated expected future funda-US mutual fund stock selection is better when companies are geographically close to the fund manager.mentals, we can extract measures of permanent and temporary exchange rate shocks. This decomposition allows us to better understand how flows interact with both the fundamentals-driven permanent component and the transitory component of exchange rate returns.
Given that our high frequency foreign exchange flow data are relatively new, we first examine the behavior of currency flows and the contemporaneous bivariate relationship between flows and returns. Much as in Evans and Lyons (2002) , we find this relationship to be quite strong. Our daily flows exhibit a correlation with daily excess returns of about 30%. This is quite significant, but far smaller than that measured for the yen and DM by Evans and Lyons (2002) . The differences may be due to our much longer and broader data sample and/or to the character of our flows. 5 We also find that the flow/return correlation rises strongly with the horizon over which flows and returns are calculated. The correlations appear to peak at about 45% for major currencies at horizons of about a month. They then decline with horizon rapidly thereafter, falling to zero and then actually below zero at long horizons.
These preliminary facts suggest two things. First, unlike previous work on foreign exchange, there appear to be statistically and economically important non-contemporaneous correlations between returns and flows.
Positive noncontemporaneous correlations are the only way to explain such large and significant changes in correlation with horizon. Either returns must be forecasting future flows (i.e., trend-chasing or positive-feedback trading), or flows must be forecasting future excess returns (i.e., anticipation), or both. Second, it would appear that the impact of flows on prices has a substantial transitory component. While the long-horizon decline in contemporaneous correlation is somewhat statistically imprecise, we find strong evidence that the correlation between flows and returns declines with horizon. Any impact of flows on returns is transitory in nature.
To go further, we need to account for the dynamic interaction of flows, returns, and measures of fundamentals and to extract measures of permanent exchange rate changes from the data. We use a vector autoregression and the CampbellShiller return decomposition to break excess currency surprises into a permanent component -shocks to the excess cashflow paid by a currency -and a transitory component -shocks to expected returns. 6 Perhaps surprisingly, we find that expected return news (the transitory component of excess currency returns), has an estimated variance between 3 and 9 times as large as the variance of cashflow news (the permanent component of excess returns). Most of this variation comes from fluctuations in long-horizon expected returns; the variance of short-horizon expected returns is by comparison small, at between 10% and 50% of the variance of cashflow news. This follows from the fact that the small expected returns generated by fundamentals are highly persistent, so that a small change effectively cumulates over time and causes large capital gains or losses. Studies of stock index data by Campbell (1991) and others, also find that the variance of expected return news exceeds that of cashflow news. This is in contrast to studies of individual stocks by Vuolteenaho (2002) and Cohen, Gompers, and Vuolteenaho (2001) , which use the same decomposition, but find that expected return news is considerably less variable than cashflow news.
We also find that, conditional on good cashflow news, currencies appreciate initially and then continue to earn excess returns over the short run (defined here as up to 30 trading days). In this sense, exchange rates exhibit shortrun underreaction. The magnitude of underreaction averages about 10% of the initial cashflow shock and is robust to the combination of flows and fundamentals we use to define cashflow shocks. This underreaction finding is quite similar in spirit to the momentum effects found in equity markets by Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) and Rouwenhorst (1998) . 7 In addition, we find that from a longerhorizon perspective, currencies overreact. Approximately one-third of the initial appreciation decays over time, with the decay principally due to a decline in real interest differentials. This finding is similar to overreaction results in the equity markets found by DeBondt and Thaler (1985) and Jegadeesh and Titman (2001) , among others.
Next, we find substantial evidence of trend-chasing, in that, over the short-run, institutional investor flows respond positively to a surprise currency appreciation. On average, a 1% surprise appreciation results in a 0.37-standard deviation inflow over 30 trading days, for the major currencies in our sample. For the same sample, over 30 days, a 1% appreciation generated entirely by cashflow news results in a 1.17-standard deviation inflow. Both of these are consistent with the usual trendchasing interpretation. However, we also find that a 1% appreciation associated with a negative short-run expected return shock results in an outflow over 30 trading days. 8 In other words, trend-chasing in flows occurs in response to improved perceptions of fundamentals. When an appreciation signals that short-run investment opportunities have declined, trend-reversing, not trend-chasing, occurs. Thus, institutional investors appear to exploit the short-run underreaction behavior of the exchange rate. 9 However, this exploitation unravels for longer-term overreaction. We find that investor currency purchases are most sensitive to an appreciation generated by lower long-term expected returns; a 1% appreciation from this source results in a 0.60 -standard deviation inflow over 30 trading days, for the major countries. Investors seem to get the trees, but miss the forest, in that their inflows come in advance of short-term underreaction, but also in advance to what appears to be longer-term overreaction.
After accounting for the under-and over-reaction effects, we find strong evidence that current permanent exchange rate shocks are correlated with increases in current and expected future real interest differentials. Thus, much as in Mark (1995) and Clarida and Gali (1994) , we find evidence contrary to Meese and Rogoff (1983) : excess returns both forecast and respond contemporaneously to changes in observed fundamentals. 10 However, because transitory exchange rate changes are relatively large, evidence for this correlation is not apparent in directly observed returns, which combine the transitory and permanent components. Only the permanent component of current exchange rate shocks appears to be positively correlated with innovations in fundamentals.
Taken together, these findings are not supportive of the strong flow-centric view. There is little evidence that flows proxy for innovations in cumulated expected future fundamentals. Flows do not forecast and are not forecasted by changes in real interest differentials, especially at long horizons. As a result, flows and measures of fundamentals are not very strongly related. Of course, this shouldn't be interpreted to mean that institutional investors pay no attention to fundamentals. Rather, changes in expected fundamentals appear to affect institutional investors and their counterparties rather symmetrically, creating few opportunities to trade profitably (based on our information set).
At short-horizons, the bulk of the evidence points toward the weak form of the flow-centric view. Flows contain limited information about short-term fundamentals, but mostly it appears that they contain information about follow-on short-term future demand. They do indeed contain some form of information, however, as they are useful for forecasting future excess returns. At longerhorizons, however, current and short-term inflows are contrarian indicators for returns. Current inflows predict long-horizon outflows and negative long-horizon excess returns. This is evidence that demand shocks and their associated price impacts are transitory. Finally, looking at the permanent shocks -which is the longest horizon in a sense -we find that a fundamentals-only story is most powerful. At long horizons, fundamental shocks and currencies are highly correlated, whereas flows and currencies are not.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the flow data and the relationship between contemporaneous flows and returns at various horizons. Section 3 introduces our VAR methodology and associated return decomposition. Section 4 then discusses the results and interpretation of our estimates. Section 5 concludes. All transactions for a given trade date report future value amounts bought and sold. However, in order to aggregate trades, we need to calculate present values of these amounts. Our valuation methodology and additional data information can be found in Appendix I below. Table 1 presents some descriptive statistics for the flow data. It shows the number of transactions per currency and the mean and standard deviation of absolute flows expressed in US dollars. Clearly, the transactions are heavily weighted toward the major currencies, both in terms of the number of trades and the mean absolute net daily flow. Within the major countries, the Euro and yen flows run at about three times the flows for Australia, Canada and Switzerland. Flows are considerably smaller for other countries, with the possible exception of Sweden and New Zealand. Table 1 also reports flow and excess currency return autocorrelations. Flows are strongly autocorrelated, with autocorrelation coefficients averaging approximately 20% for the major currencies and even higher for some of the other Asian currencies. However, these autocorrelations are not as large as those observed in daily equity flows, perhaps because foreign exchange markets are more liquid than markets for individual equities.
11 Return autocorrelations, as expected, are very low. Finally, Table 1 reports the correlation of daily flows with the log percentage change in each currency's exchange rate change against the US dollar. For most of the major currencies, these correlations are in the 30%-40% range.
A naive approach
As a first step, we establish some basic facts about the behavior of flows and the correlation between currency flows and returns. We start with a simple regression of log foreign exchange excess returns on flows:
where r t,j (K) = P K k=1 r t+1−k,j , is the k-period cumulated log excess return on currency j, r t,j is the excess return on the jth currency measured against an appropriate basket of currencies (see below),
is the cumulated normalized US-dollar flow into currency j, and σ(f j ) is a normalization of currency-j flows based on own standard deviation. The normalization helps ensure comparability of flows across countries.
Our raw excess currency returns are measured against the US dollar. However, the US-dollar return against, say, the Swiss franc, is not really the appropriate exchange rate change to compare with net US dollar purchases of Swiss francs. This is because many of the flows into Swiss francs are funded -directly or indirectly -with Euros, pounds, and so forth. As a result, we might expect inflows to most strongly affect the value of the Swiss franc against some basket of currencies, where the basket weights would reflect the composition of currencies sold to finance the inflow. Unfortunately, it is impossible to observe the basket weights directly, since a single Swiss-Euro transaction may be effected through several transactions, with the US dollar serving in each of them as vehicle currency. As an alternative approach, we estimate the weights from the slope coefficients in a regression of excess Swiss franc returns on excess returns of the pound, euro, yen, and Australian dollar (where all excess returns are measured in terms of US dollars). We then use the residuals from this regression as our measure of excess returns on the Swiss franc. We employ this methodology for all currencies except those of Canada, the UK, Japan, Australia, and Euroland.
The regression in equation (2.1) allows us to measure the β and ρ (correlation coefficient) of returns and flows for any horizon, for any individual country, and for the entire panel. We employ overlapping return windows to maximize the amount of information available. Standard errors are estimated through a Monte Carlo procedure performed under the null hypothesis that flows and returns are i.i.d. and have the empirically-observed daily contemporaneous correlation. Appendix II contains a description of our Monte Carlo procedure.
Results from the naive approach
Country-by-country estimates of equation (2.1) are reported in Table 2 .
12
Not surprisingly, Table 2 shows that flows are strongly correlated with exchange rate changes. Correlation coefficients in daily data average just under 30% and reach as high as 38% (for the pound). Table 2 also shows that the correlations increase for every currency from the daily to the 20-day horizon. The correlations reach as high as 53% for the euro and 56% for the yen. The increase in correlation with horizon is important. It requires substantial positive non-contemporaneous cross-correlation to be present. Indeed, the non-contemporaneous effects seem particularly strong, in that the correlations increase very substantially with horizon, especially for smaller countries such as Mexico, Poland, South Africa, Sweden, Singapore, and Taiwan.
Interestingly, as horizons increase beyond 20 or 60 days, the correlations fall for every currency, often by a large amount. Indeed, the correlations become negative for two of the currencies we deem to be 'major' (Euroland and Canada), and for 10 of the 19 currencies overall. While the statistical significance of each of these numbers is very much in doubt, the preponderance and magnitude of the decline in correlations suggests that much of the medium-term comovement of exchange rates with flows is not permanent. The positive association between flows and exchange rates appears to be largely transitory.
In addition to the correlation, it is interesting to examine the slope coefficients of returns projected on flows. A coefficient of 1.0 implies that a $100 million dollar net inflow into a currency is on average associated with a 1 basis point appreciation. The coefficients for the majors on average indicate that a $100 million dollar net inflow results in an appreciation of approximately 11.5 basis points. (This is about twice the size of the 5 basis point response found by Evans and Lyons (2002) ). Euroland, Switzerland, and Canada have the lowest coefficients whereas Australia, Japan, and the UK have the highest. These numbers cannot properly be interpreted as measures of liquidity or of price impact because there is no presumption that causality runs from flows to returns. While many market microstructure models attempt to model price impact, relatively few treat flow as endogenous.
13 Nevertheless, causality could run entirely or partly from prices to 12 The country-by-country results in Table 2 do not use flows normalized by standard deviation. Under these circumstances, it is more informative to use the dollar value of individual country flows as the regressor.
13 An important exception is Brennan and Cao (1997) . They provide a model in which international investors purchase foreign assets in response to good news, thereby inducing a flows.
It is interesting to note that the slope coefficients show virtually no evidence of an increase with horizon. The increase in the correlation coefficient is therefore offset by an increase in the relative variability of flows. Because flows are positively autocorrelated and returns are less so, we should expect this effect. However, it is interesting that a complete offset of the change in correlation coefficient implies that exchange rates respond similarly to expected and unexpected flows.
Next, we investigate the longer-horizon features of the data in more detail. To gain additional degrees of freedom, we normalize flows as shown in equation (2.1) and stack the regression across our 19 exchange rates. This obviously gives us far more power at longer horizons. By using the full panel, we can measure holding horizons of up to 1,855 days, or almost 7.5 years. The results for the flow-return correlation coefficient are depicted in Figure 1 for both the major currencies and the full sample. The x-axis is in log terms, running from 1-day horizons (10 0 days) to 1,855-day horizons (greater than 10 3 days). The figure shows the point estimates and 90% confidence intervals. The confidence intervals are derived from the Monte Carlo exercise described in Appendix II. They are computed under the null hypothesis that flows and returns are each i.i.d., with a daily contemporaneous correlation given by the actual observed daily panel correlation.
The results in Figure 1 provide very strong statistical evidence of both patterns observed more tentatively in the country-by-country regressions. First, there is statistically significant non-contemporaneous positive correlation of flows and returns at horizons from 2 to 70 trading days for the majors and about 3 to 40 trading days for all currencies. Note that the standard-error bands in the figure are drawn based on the observed contemporaneous correlation of one-day flows and returns (28% for the majors and 9% for all currencies). Transcendence of these bands therefore indicates statistically significant non-contemporaneous correlation. Thus, at medium-term horizons, flows must either positively anticipate returns or positively trend-follow them.
Second, beyond these medium-term horizons, the overall correlation begins to fall, crossing zero at about 300 trading days for both the major currencies and the entire sample. This is the point where the positive daily correlation is just offset by the negative non-contemporaneous correlations. Put differently, at a horizon of about 1.2 years, there is approximately no correlation between currency flows positive correlation between current flow and return. and returns. At these horizons, the non-contemporaneous correlation is already statistically negative since the dashed line crosses the lower confidence bound. Furthermore, at horizons of about 800-1,000 days, the data show a statistically negative overall flow/return correlation. That is, in the full sample of currencies, the dashed line falls beneath the lower confidence bound by approximately the magnitude of the one-day flow/return correlation.
This suggests that currencies that rose in the medium term amidst inflows declined over the longer term back to where they began, and perhaps even further. Naturally, much of this negative correlation is being generated by the cross-section, rather than the time series aspects of the panel. In the limit, at the longest horizon we can estimate, 1,855 days, the result is purely cross-sectional. Countries receiving larger net flows over this horizon tend to earn smaller excess returns than those receiving smaller net flows.
One interpretation of these facts is that the impact of flows on currencies is transitory. Any information contained in flows is not about fundamentals per se. By the law of iterated expectations, and assuming that deviations of exchange rates from levels implied by fundamentals are stationary, innovations in fundamentals have permanent exchange rate impacts.
Overall, it is clear that there is important predictability of returns by flows and/or of flows by returns. Moreover, this predictability is complex, in that it must have substantially different features at short vs. long horizons. Does this imply positive predictability of returns at short horizons and negative predictability at long horizons? Is it instead evidence that flows, not returns, are predictable in this way? To explore this, we need a more sophisticated platform to disentangle the implications of the naive approach in Figure 1 . We will also need to add some measures of fundamentals into the estimation. At longer-horizons, it is especially important to understand the extent to which flows contain information about fundamentals and vice versa.
VAR specification
In the analysis so far, we have focused on the simple bivariate relationship between flows and FX returns. We now want to explore how flows interact with both returns and fundamentals.
In order to flesh out these interactions, we need to condition exchange rate changes on innovations to fundamentals and to flows. We begin with a standard VAR which includes a return equation, a flow equation, and at least one other equation in variables that are useful for forecasting returns and future currency cashflows.
As usual, this specification is general as to the number of lags in the VAR, as z t and the companion matrix, Γ, allow for arbitrary lag lengths (see Campbell and Shiller, 1987) . We will assume that Γ is constant across currencies, and that the covariance matrix, E [u t u 0 t ] = Σ, allows for contemporaneous correlation of the residuals across currencies.
In our application, the equations include an excess return equation, a real interest rate differential equation, a real exchange rate equation, and a flow equation. We also considered breaking up the real interest differential equation into two equations of interest differentials and inflation differentials, in order to allow the dynamics of the processes to differ. We include these equations to pick up several aspects of exchange rate behavior. First, both interest differentials and real exchange rates are widely noted as informative about excess returns. Second, there is evidence that flows and long-run real interest differentials help explain real exchange rates.
The VAR impulse response allows us to identify how shocks affect cumulative expected innovations. Specifically, the innovation in cumulative expected future changes k ≥ 1 periods forward is given by Φ(k)u t , where
We pick out cumulated expected changes in any VAR variable by premultiplying by the appropriate selection vector. For example, the innovation in the cumulated expectations of the first variable, excess foreign exchange returns, is given by e1 0 Φ(k)u t where
Analogously, the innovation in cumulated expectations of the second variable, currency inflows, is given by e2 0 Φ(k)u t , where e2 0 = £ 0 1 ... 0 ¤ . The total impulse response from a shock to exchange rate returns is the sum of the innovation in cumulative expected future return changes, e1 0 Φ(k)u t , plus the shock itself, e1 0 u t , or
where
As in the previous section, horizons will be important here. For infinite horizons, we can express the cumulative innovation matrices as Ψ = Ψ(∞) and Φ = Φ(∞).
14 Also the cumulative innovations beginning in period k + 1 can be expressed as Ψ − Ψ(k) and Φ − Φ(k), respectively.
Campbell return decomposition
We can go further with the interpretation of the total impulse response of excess returns using the return decomposition of Campbell and Shiller (1988) and Campbell (1991) . To see this, note that the log excess return on foreign exchange is equal to the change in the log real exchange rate plus the log real interest rate differential:
where δ is the value of the log real exchange rate defined in terms of USD per unit of foreign exchange, i and i * are, respectively, the continuously compounded one-period USD and foreign currency riskless interest rates, and π and π * are analogous continuously compounded rates of inflation.
Solving this equation forward, subject to expectations based on time-t information, we have that the log real exchange rate is the sum of expected future real interest differentials (e.g., real cash flows), less cumulated log expected excess returns:
where d t is the real interest differential between times t − 1 and
In solving equation (3.5) forward, we impose the terminal condition lim i→∞ E t δ t+i = 0, assuring convergence. This implies that, in the long run, purchasing power parity holds in expectation. An appreciation away from purchasing power parity can occur either because of high future real interest differentials or low required returns. This real appreciation decays over time, either 14 Here, Φ = Φ(∞) = Γ(I − Γ) −1 , and Ψ = Ψ(∞) = Φ(∞) + I, as before.
through a decay in the cumulated future real interest differential (due to negative innovations in cumulated future nominal interest rates or positive innovations in cumulated future expected inflation),or through an increase in expected future returns. Using equations (3.5) and (3.6), we can write the unexpected one-period return as the sum of the innovations in expected future real interest differentials and excess currency returns:
This equation differs from Campbell's in that the return decomposition implied by equation (3.5) is exact, not approximate. The approximation in the case of equities occurs because dividends are additive to cash flow, so that log returns can be written in terms of log prices and log dividends only by approximation. In the exchange rate example, however, cash flow accretion (interest) occurs proportionally, and, therefore, the log return is exactly additive in log real interest differentials and log real exchange rate changes. An alternative interpretation for equation (3.7) is that it represents a decomposition of excess currency returns into a permanent and transitory component as in Beveridge and Nelson (1981) . Changes in future expected excess returns generate temporary fluctuations, as the current impact of a future change creates an equal and opposite movement in the currency.
Examining equation (3.6) above, we note the decomposition of the real exchange rate into cumulated future real interest differentials and future expected return innovations holds with perfect foresight. It also holds under expectations formed rationally subject to any information set, since equation (3.7) involves application of the law of iterated expectations. We therefore have considerable leeway in positing variables that affect expected returns and/or cashflows. Equation (3.7) expresses unexpected excess currency returns as the difference between "cashflow" news and "expected-return" news. Cashflow news is the innovation in the present value of future interest differentials,
It can be thought of as the excess currency return that would prevail at a given time if expected future currency returns were held constant. Expected return news, which is (E t+1 − E t ) P ∞ i=1 r t+1+i , is the innovation in the exchange rate that is attributable to a change in required returns, holding expected future cashflows constant. Naturally, an increase in future expected returns, given cashflows, results in a current depreciation. Defining ν cf,t = (E t+1 − E t ) P ∞ i=1 d t+i and
can therefore be written as:
A surprise appreciation of a currency is associated either with an increase in expected future real interest differentials given required returns, or a decrease in required future returns given real interest differentials. The decomposition in equation (3.8) is useful for several purposes. First, it is interesting in itself to perform the simple variance decomposition of excess currency returns into cashflow and expected return components. In equities, Campbell and Shiller (1988) and Campbell (1991) decompose the variance of aggregate returns, finding that expected return news dominates cashflow news in the postwar period. Vuolteenaho (2002) performs a similar exercise for individual stocks. However, he finds that for individual stocks, expected return news is less than half as large as cashflow news. Whereas information about expected returns is dominant for equity aggregates, it is relatively less important for individual stocks. The relationship between expected return volatility and cashflow volatility is less studied for currencies. Campbell and Clarida (1987) decompose excess returns into changes in the long-run real exchange rate and long-run real interest differentials. However, they assume that changes in expected returns are perfectly correlated with changes in real interest differentials.
Second, the decomposition yields an alternative interpretation of the total impulse response for returns from the VAR, e1 0 Ψu t . According to the decomposition in equation (3.8) above, the permanent component of currency surprises, cashflow news, is ν cf,t = e1 0 u t + ν er,t . Expected return news, ν er , emerges directly from the VAR, we have that ν er,t = e1 0 Φu t . This then implies that cashflow news is given by
i.e., the total return impulse response. In other words, cashflow news is the exchange rate innovation that occurs when expected returns are held constant; it is observed by adding back all future expected return innovations to the current return shock.
VAR relationships
Using the VAR and the return decomposition, we address a number of questions about the relationship between currencies, flows, and fundamentals. The VAR is also very well suited to address these questions at any horizon we choose. This is particularly important given the striking role horizon appears to play in the flow/return evidence above. First, how important are expected return shocks vs. cashflow shocks in the decomposition of the variance of currency excess returns? The variance of excess returns is given by 10) or, equivalently, in the notation above,
When useful, we can further decompose the right-hand side by distinguishing between cumulated innovations in expected returns, Φ, over short horizons (k days or less) and long horizons (k + 1 days on). Second, the variance decomposition in equation (3.10) can be used to answer the question: how much does the currency move given a 1% cashflow shock? Vuolteenaho (2002) interprets this coefficient as a measure of overreaction. That is, if the currency appreciates by less than 1%, there is "underreaction" (i.e., the cashflow shock is greater than the currency innovation because of a positive correlation with future expected returns); if the currency appreciates by more than 1%, there is "overreaction" (e.g., the cashflow shock is smaller than the currency innovation because of a negative correlation with future expected returns). From the decomposition in equation (3.11) , the overreaction coefficient is given by:
Given that cashflow shocks are the residual from a model of expected returns, any measurement error in that model biases the residuals toward the simple excess return. This creates a bias in β over toward 1, instead of the typical bias toward zero. Third, once we have determined the extent to which currencies under and/or overreact, we can inquire about the flow response. For example, suppose that the currency initially underreacts to cashflow news. We want to know whether the flows exploit this underreaction by buying in the short run. Suppose, however, that over the longer run, currencies overreact to cashflow news. At some horizon, the currency must cease appreciating and begin depreciating. Do the flows also exploit this overreaction, by eventually beginning to sell?
Finally, the estimates from the earlier, naive approach are related to those derived in this section. We clarify that relationship in Appendix III below.
The relationship of flows with returns
There are many ways to look at the data which emerge from the VAR and return decomposition. Table 3 provides a relatively parsimonious means of summarizing the comovement of flows and returns. The first row shows innovations in flows. The second row reports the present value of cumulated flow innovations through period k, where expected flows are computed from the VAR. The third row is similar, but cumulates only those innovations from period k + 1 on. The fourth row is the sum of the previous three rows. The four columns are analogous, reporting the excess return shock, and its components, short-term expected return innovations, long-term expected return innovations, and the sum of the previous three. Notice that the fourth (and last) column also corresponds to the cashflow innovations in equation (3.8) . Table 3 incorporates many of the relationships discussed in the literature. First is the contemporaneous comovement of unexpected flow and return, e1 0 Σe2, often termed "price impact". We use that term for convenience only; we do not presume or require that causality runs in any particular direction. Second, is the anticipation effect, the covariance of the present value of cumulated expected return innovations and flows. Here there is the presumption of causality -in at least in the sense of Granger -running from flow to return. We report both shortterm (ST) and long-term (LT) anticipation effects. Third, the decomposition allows investigation of what we call "total price impact", i.e., the contemporaneous comovement of the exchange-rate change holding expected returns constant with unexpected flow.
The second and third lines relate the short-term and long-term innovations in the present value of expected future flows to current excess returns, shortand long-term expected return innovations, and cashflow innovations. In the first column, the standard term, "trend chasing," signifies the response of future expected flow innovations to current unexpected returns. While trend chasing is easy to measure, it is a somewhat blunt way of characterizing investor flows. We decompose trend chasing into the covariance of expected future flow innovations with expected return innovations (ST and LT "expectational comovement") versus the total flow response to changing cashflows ("cashflow chasing").
To scale the covariances in Table 3 while preserving additivity across rows and columns, we divide each measure by (e1 0 Σe1e2 0 Σe2) 1/2 , the product of the innovation standard deviations.
VAR estimation
Several issues arise in the implementation of our VAR at a daily frequency. First, since we are interested in lower-frequency dynamics, we want to add many lags. In order to determine the optimal lag-length, we run a model selection test using the Schwartz Bayes criterion. The results indicate that 65 daily lags were optimal in our four variable VAR. To ensure tractability and better out-of-sample behavior, we then impose continuity restrictions on the coefficients. Specifically, we aggregate lags of 2-5, 6-10, 11-21, 22-43, and 44-65 days, essentially forcing the coefficients within each aggregation to be identical. In this way, we hope to detect predictability on a monthly frequency, in a manner similar to studies that might run VARs on monthly data only. The second issue concerns the measurement of our interest differentials. Overnight interest rates are frequently not observed. As a compromise, we use weekly rates, effectively assuming that the term structure is flat between one day and one week.
Third, inflation data are monthly. Given that there is no good fix for this, we simply assume that monthly inflation occurs smoothly through the month. Since inflation shocks are highly persistent, this is not a terrible assumption. However, if, for example, there is a once-and-for-all mid-month surprise increase in the domestic price level, we will not correctly match the timing of the inflation shock with the daily data on exchange rates, flows, and interest rates. With respect to inflation shocks, we will therefore blur cause and effect in the sense of Granger. In order to better align the CPI's with their announcement dates, we lag their entry into the information set by two weeks.
Fourth, we restrict the coefficients on lags past the first of the real exchange rate to be zero in our VAR. There is no need to include these extra terms; they do not affect the results, which is expected given that the real exchange rate is very highly persistent. To avoid unnecessary complications, we eliminate these terms from our specification.
Finally, we calculate all standard errors using the delete-1 jackknife methodology of Shao and Wu (1989) and Shao (1989) . To compute the jackknife for a panel over time period T for an estimatorθ, we form T − 1 delete-1 jackknifeθ −i 's by deleting one cross-section at a time. The estimated standard error ofθ is given as √ T − 1 times the standard deviation of theθ −i 's. The jackknife estimator, besides being nonparametric, has the added advantage of being heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation consistent. Standard errors were also computed using the delta method, and the results are comparable.
Results
Our first result concerns the variance decomposition of currency excess returns, shown in Table 4 . For the major countries, we find that expected return shocks are considerably larger than cashflow shocks. Naturally, this is dominated by longer-term expected return shocks, which alone are 377% of cashflow shocks. By comparison, short-term expected return shocks are only about 2% of cashflow shocks. Expected return shocks become more important once we include emerging markets in the panel. For all countries together, long-term and short-term expected return shocks become 689% and 29%, respectively, of cashflow shocks. Either way, expected return shocks appear to dominate at long horizons, whereas cashflow shocks dominate at short horizons.
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Our second result is an estimate of the under/over-reaction of exchange rates to cashflow shocks. Figures 2a and 2b depict the impulse response of cumulative excess returns to a 50 basis point cashflow shock from the VAR. Both graphs show that the exchange rate appreciates immediately in response to the good cashflow news. However, the full appreciation does not occur immediately. For excess returns to peak, it requires approximately 70 additional days for the major countries and about 15 additional days for all countries. The additional return added is about 10 basis points over these periods. About half of this amount comes from a higher interest differential, since cumulated excess returns rise by more than the real exchange rate. After the follow-on increase, there is a noticeable decline in returns, particularly for all countries between 15 and 65 days. These estimates suggest that the currency underreacts initially, but that from a longer perspective, it overreacts. The longer-run evidence does not, however, appear to be statistically significant.
As expected, the return response to an increase in expected returns is negative. Figure 3 shows the impulse response for both major and all our currencies. Both pictures show a strong decline in returns initially, and relatively little movement thereafter. When we calculate the under/over reaction coefficient in equation (3.12) directly from Table 4 , we find that for all countries, β over = 1 − 0.34 + 0.75 = 1.41.
(4.1)
The −0.34 indicates that over short horizons, the exchange rate underreacts by 34% to cashflow news. Longer-term horizons more than make up for this underreaction, however, as the currency overreacts by 75% (relative to the cashflow shock). For the major currencies only, the under-and over-reaction numbers are smaller; comparable estimates are: β over = 1 − 0.04 + 0.26 = 1.22. Next, we explore the flow response to these shocks. Figure 4 shows the currency flow response to a cashflow shock. There are strong inflows over short horizons and then outflows at longer horizons, much in keeping with the under/overreaction results in the currency itself. By itself this is consistent with the trendchasing story. However, we can sharpen this observation by examining how flows respond to a surprise currency appreciation that involves no change in cashflows. Such a surprise appreciation requires a decline in expected return. If investors are mechanical trend-chasers, there should be inflows in such a case, even though expected returns have fallen. Figure 5 displays the flow response to this shock, a decline in short-term expected returns. It shows a strong negative relationship: when the currency appreciates due to a decline in short-term expected returns, there is a strong outflow in the short run. This is further evidence that institutional investors are exploiting the under/over-reaction pattern in currency changes. Finally, we look at flows after a currency appreciation due to a decline in long-horizon expected returns. Figure 6 shows that inflows are strong. Thus, trend-chasing occurs when a current appreciation is due to either a permanent shock to fundamentals, or to a decline in long-horizon expected returns. Now we can turn to the estimates of the cells in Table 3 . These cells allow us to compare the relative magnitudes of the price impact, anticipation, trend-chasing, and related effects. First, the price impact effect (first row, first column), shows a correlation of current flow and return surprises to be 28% for the major currencies and 9% for the full panel. This is roughly what we found from the naive regression in the previous section. Second, one line down is the simple trend-chasing effect over short horizons. It is driven by the covariance of expected cumulated flow innovations over 30 days with a current return shock. Note that at 29% and 16%, for majors and all respectively, short-term trend chasing is somewhat larger in magnitude than the price impact estimates. The response of expected future flow to a return shock is therefore greater than the contemporaneous flow shock. Third, the next row down is our estimate of longer-term trend chasing. Here, the response to a return shock of expected flows is negative for the majors and positive for the entire cross section. Neither is statistically significant. Thus, a current appreciation has little relation on average to changes in long-term expected flows.
Overall, the last row shows some weak evidence that the effect of a return shock on current and expected future flows is positive.
Next we turn to the comovement of expected returns with flows. These are in columns 2 and 3 of Table 3 . The first row of columns 2 and 3 reports, respectively, the short-term and long-term anticipation effects -the predictions for future excess returns emerging from current flow surprises. Over short flow horizons, there is positive anticipation, so that flows positively predict future returns over 30 day intervals. Over longer horizons, however, the anticipation turns negative as the transitory impacts of the exchange rate shock are worked off. This is not surprising given the overreaction effects we have identified, and given the negative long-horizon contemporaneous correlation between flows and returns from the previous section. Today's shock to inflows forecasts longer-term outflow and depreciation. Figures 7a and 7b show the impulse response to a 1 standard deviation flow shock. There is clearly statistically significant predictable appreciation over the short run.
In the second and third rows of columns 2 and 3, we measure the comovement of expected returns and expected flows. Column 2, row 2 reports comovement between short-term expected flows and returns. These are positive and slightly statistically significant. Column 3, row 3 reports the same covariance for longerterm expected flows and returns. There is little evidence here of a linkage between cumulated innovations in long-horizon expected returns and flows.
Finally, we examine column 4 of Table 3 , which shows the association between cashflow news, i.e., permanent return shocks, and flows. This shows the comovements with flows after the transitory effects of expected return variation have been removed. We see in rows 1 and 2 that both flow surprises and innovations in short-term flow forecasts are positively correlated with cashflow shocks. Innovations in long-term flow forecasts in row 3 are more mixed. The sum of these is reported in row 4, column 4. These effects about offset one another, leading to a net result of about zero. We can interpret this cell as a kind of infinite-horizon correlation between flows and returns; it traces out the infinite horizon correlation from a current flow and return shock. This is related to the k-period-horizon correlations between flows and returns calculated in the previous section. Appendix III below derives the exact relationship between the two approaches. The results here, in any case suggest that the infinite-horizon comovement of flows and returns is essentially zero. Flows appear to have very important transitory impacts on exchange rates, but not permanent impacts. As we see below, this is not the case for fundamentals.
Interest differentials with flows and returns
The next set of questions pertains to the relationship between flows and the driving fundamentals of real exchange rates. How strongly are innovations in flows and interest differentials related? Which tends to anticipate the other? Are innovations in the present value of expected inflows and interest differentials highly correlated? To address these questions, we perform a similar decomposition to Table 3 , only for returns and interest differentials instead of returns and flows. Table 5 summarizes the interest-differentials / returns interaction. There are several striking features here as well. First, return shocks (column 1) are positively correlated with innovations in expected future interest differentials at short horizons (row 2) and long horizons (statistically insignificant) (row 3). Currency appreciations therefore positively anticipate future increases in real interest rates, especially over short horizons. Second, short-term expected returns (column 2) are positively correlated with expected future interest differentials. So it appears that innovations in real interest differentials have some positive forecasting power for short-term currency movements. Third, evidence of a link between innovations to long-term expected returns and interest differentials (column 3) is tenuous. There is some statistically insignificant evidence that innovations in long-term expected returns are negatively related to innovations in distant expected future interest differentials. In spite of this, cashflow shocks (column 4) remain positively correlated with current, short-term expected, and long-term expected innovations in interest differentials (rows 1-3) .
Perhaps the most important result in this table is again in the last cell (row 4, column 4). It shows a kind of infinite-horizon correlation between interest differentials and returns from a current shock. Interestingly, this result is statistically positive for interest differentials in Table 5 , though it was zero for flows in Table 3 . Shocks to interest differentials and permanent shocks to currencies are strongly positively correlated over the long run. Even though our measure of fundamentals may contain considerable error, it nevertheless behaves like a measure of fundamentals should. Notice that the analogous covariance between current observed currency shocks and the total interest differential shock (row 4, column 1) is positive, but not statistically significant. The relationship between long-horizon changes in interest differentials and currencies becomes apparent only when looking at the permanent component of returns. It is interesting to note that essentially all of these long-horizon features of Table 5 hold in a VAR which excludes flows altogether. Thus, there is nothing substantive about the relationship between interest differentials and returns that is driven by flows. Table  6 reports the same set of covariances derived from a three-equation VAR which eliminates flows. Table 7 summarizes the interaction between interest differentials and flows. Here there are really just two points to make. First, current flow shocks do appear to predict future changes in interest differentials, at least at short horizons (row 2, column 1). Institutional investors and the exchange rate both seem to anticipate these short-run changes in interest differentials. The second result is that none of the other cells are statistically significant, including the infinite horizon covariance in the last cell (row 4, column 4). There is no detectable correlation at infinite horizons between cumulated innovations in flows and interest differentials. Overall the table argues that the relationship between flows and interest differentials is very weak. If flows represent demand shocks and interest differentials represent fundamentals, a not-so-bad approximation is that these two are unrelated.
Conclusions
Our goal in this paper has been to understand how the currency flows of institutional investors interact with excess currency returns. We have proceeded using both naive and more sophisticated techniques, but both give essentially similar answers. Returns and flows are highly contemporaneously correlated at daily horizons, and even more highly correlated at monthly horizons. The reason that correlations increase with horizon is that current day returns are positively correlated with future flows, and, to a lesser extent, current day flows are positively correlated with future excess returns. At horizons longer than about 40 trading days, these effects begin to reverse: current flows' predictions for future excess returns eventually turn from positive to negative as horizon increases. And similarly, current returns' predictions for flows are initially positive and increasing, and then are decreasing as horizon grows.
We decompose currency returns into components attributable to cashflow news and expected return news, essentially breaking excess return shocks into permanent and temporary components, respectively. We find that the latter component is the dominant source of currency fluctuations. We also find that exchange rate surprises generally exceed their permanent component initially and exceed them by even more over the following 30 trading days. Thus, currency returns exhibit underreaction at short horizons and overreaction at long horizons, a pattern that is familiar from equity returns.
We also find that investor flows respond positively to appreciations that are generated by cashflow news and to those generated by declines in long-horizon expected returns. However, appreciations generated by declines in short-horizon expected returns result in outflows. This suggests that investors strongly distinguish between permanent and temporary appreciations in their behavior. Institutional investors are clearly not naive trend-chasers.
In addition, we inspect the behavior of fundamentals (measured by real exchange rates and real interest differentials) in relation to both returns and flows. Interestingly, we find a strong positive correlation between the permanent component of excess returns and fundamentals, and almost a zero correlation between total excess returns and fundamentals. This is consistent with Meese and Rogoff (1983) , but also consistent with longer-horizon studies, such as Mark (1995) , that detect a positive relationship between fundamentals and exchange rates. Our analysis makes it clear that the infinite horizon return / fundamental correlation is easily detectable, even in relatively short time-series samples.
Finally the relationship between flows and fundamentals is noticeably weaker. There is some evidence that over short periods of time, inflows anticipate future improvements in fundamentals. Besides that, however, there is essentially no evidence that flows and fundamentals move together even at long leads and lags.
Putting these pieces together, it is clear that we find no support for a strong flow-centric view. Flows don't have much to say (except over very short horizons) about future fundamentals. Fundamentals have plenty to say about returns (especially over long horizons). And permanent exchange-rate returns are essentially unrelated to permanent measures of flow. So the strong flow-centric view, which has flows generating permanent exchange rate impacts, potentially even proxying for cumulated innovations in future fundamentals, is rejected. Flows seem to help understand transitory excess returns, e.g., short-run underreaction and long-run overreaction, not permanent excess returns. As a result, the evidence seems most to fit the weak version of the flow-centric view. We also find support for the fundamentals-only view at long horizons. There, fundamentals win out in explaining currencies, and flows have little impact. In sum, if flows are to be called the 'proximate' cause for currency movements, it is only for those movements that are highly transitory.
At this point we can aggregate the transaction values by currency. We then normalize the dollar value of flow by own-country daily dollar standard-deviation of flow. We also experimented with normalizing the flow data by the money supply of the respective country, which yields essentially similar results. The monthly reporting of money supply values introduces additional time series complications, and thus, in the empirical work, we measure flows in units of own-country standard deviations.
Interest rate, exchange rate, and inflation data To construct yield curves for present valuation, we obtain daily interbank interest rates for various horizons from one week to one year from Datastream. When these are unavailable, we use corporate and/or deposit rates. If these too are unavailable, we use country treasury bill rates. When maturities are missing, we linearly interpolate or extrapolate. For longer-term rates, we use swap or sovereign bond rates at various maturities from 1 to 25 years. Swap rates are from Datastream for the 'major' currencies of Australia, Canada, Germany, Japan, the UK and US.
To construct excess returns and interest differentials we employ spot and one-month forward exchange rates.
These are 11:00 a.m. EST rates from WMR/Reuters as far back as possible. Prior to that we use Datastream or Barclays Bank data.
Inflation is constructed from differences in monthly log Consumer Price Index (CPIs) from IFS. There were problems with seasonality in Poland's inflation data, and in some data points 12-month moving averages were used to smooth them out. We construct the daily inflation series from the monthly series, by assuming that inflation occurs smoothly within the month. We also lag this series by half a month, in order to ensure inflation is in the current information set.
Appendix II Monte Carlo design
The Monte Carlo is conducted by first drawing a multivariate normal flowreturn pair for the stacked panel at the daily frequency, using a mean and covariance matrix derived from the 'true' stacked flow-stacked return pair for that country. In our specifications below, we use both the moments of the panel at the daily return horizon, and the implied daily moments derived from the moments of the panel at the monthly return horizon. We also do a second set of draws imposing zero contemporaneous correlation between flows and returns at the daily frequency. In other words, we use µ becomes a cross-sectional regression N × 1, with each observation of flows representing the total net inflow over the entire sample period of 1,855 days, and each observation of returns representing the total excess currency return over the entire sample period of 1,855 days for the respective country. When H = 1, we run the entire panel regression N × T .
Appendix III Connecting the VAR with the naive approach Using the VAR, it is possible to derive the R 2 statistics from the naïve approach. In addition, we can use the VAR to be more precise about low-frequency co-movements. We can approximate the K-period return and flow, respectively, as
The approximation occurs because we assume that before the start of the sample, we have u t = 0, for all t ≤ 0. As a result, the conditional expectation of future returns and flows is built up entirely from innovations that occur during the sample period. With these assumptions, and noting that the u's are uncorrelated at all leads and lags, we can write the OLS slope coefficient from a regression of f (K) on F (K) as:
, and correspondingly, the ρ as
These expressions remind us that multiperiod returns and flows combine news from various periods. In a 3-period return, for example, first-period news and its impact on period-2 and period-3 expected outcomes is combined with later news, including, for example, period-3 news, where any impact on later-period expectations is expressed only in subsequent 3-period observations. To isolate the multiperiod comovement attributable to current-period news, it is more appropriate to use the VAR impulse response. The total K-period comovement of returns and flows from current-period news is described by
where β is the coefficient from a regression of the n-period innovation in return on the n-period innovation in flow.
[12] Coval, J. D., and T. J. Moskowitz, 2001 , "The geography of investment: informed trading and asset prices," Journal of Political Economy 109, 4, 811-841.
[ The sample period is from January 1, 1994 to February 9, 2001 . The flow data are from State Street Corporation (SSC). The first two columns report the mean of daily absolute aggregate flows (a), and standard deviation of daily net flows in hundreds of millions of US$. The third column reports the daily partial autocorrelation of aggregate flows. The fourth column reports the second partial autocorrelation under the restriction that days 2-5 have the same coefficient. The fifth reports the same for days 6-10. Columns six, seven and eight report the partial autocorrelations for currency excess returns, with the same coefficient restrictions imposed. Column nine reports the daily contemporaneous correlation between flows and currency excess returns. Table 7 summarizes the relationships between Flows and Interest Differentials using the cash flow and expected return decomposition obtained from our VAR estimates. We present interpretations of the various elements of the relationship matrix, followed by the estimates themselves. To scale the covariances, we divide each measure by 
